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Disclaimer
References herein to this presentation (the “Presentation”) shall mean and include this document, any oral presentation accompanying this document provided by Deezer SA (the
“Company”), any question and answer session following that oral presentation and any further information that may be made available in connection with the subject matter contained
herein.
This Presentation has been prepared by the Company and is for information only. This document does not purport to contain comprehensive or complete information about the
Company and is qualified in its entirety by the business, financial and other information that the Company is required to publish in accordance with the rules, regulations and practices
applicable to companies listed on the regulated market of Euronext inParis, including, in particular, the risk factors set out in a prospectus (the “Prospectus”) approved by the French
Financial Markets Authority (Autorité des marchés financiers) on June 15, 2022 under number 22-216, and in any other periodic report, which are available free of charge on the
websites of the Company (https://www.deezer.com/fr/) and the AMF (www.amf-france.org). Information and other data appearing in such publications, and certain figures and numbers
appearing in this document have been rounded. Consequently, the total amounts and percentages appearing in tables and elsewhere may not necessarily equal the sum of the
individually rounded figures, amounts or percentages.
No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, completeness or appropriateness of the information and opinions contained in this
Presentation, or its use for any purpose, and no reliance should be placed on any information or opinions contained herein. The Company, its subsidiaries, its advisors and
representatives accept no responsibility for and shall not, under any circumstance, be held liable for any loss or damage that may arise from the use of this document or the information
or opinions contained in it. In particular, this document contains information on the Company’s markets and competitive position, and more specifically, on the size of its markets. This
information has been drawn from various sources or from the Company’s own estimates which may not be accurate and thus no reliance should be placed on such information. Any
prospective investors must make their own investigation and assessments and consult with their own advisors concerning any evaluation of the Company and its prospects, and this
document, or any part of it, may not form the basis of or be relied on in connection with any investment decision.
The information and opinions contained in this document are provided as of the date of this document only and may be updated, supplemented, revised or amended, and thus such
information is subject to change at any time. Neither the Company, its subsidiaries, directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates nor its advisors, nor any other person is under any
obligation to update the information, statements or opinions contained in this Presentation. Nothing contained in this Presentation is or should be relied upon as a promise or
representation as to the future.

All statements in the Presentation other than statements of historical fact are or may be deemed to be forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are not guarantees
of future performance and involve a number of known and unknown risks and uncertainties. These risks and uncertainties, and other factors, could adversely affect the outcome of the
forward looking statements, and actual results could differ materially from those contemplated in the statements. As a result, you are cautioned not to rely on such forward-looking
statements. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this document and the Company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to update or re-issue any
forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation.
This Presentation does not constitute or form any part of any offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy or subscribe for, any shares or securities in the Company, in the United
States or in any other jurisdiction.
All persons accessing this document are deemed to agree and comply with all the limitations and restrictions set out above.
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Key highlights
✓ Acceleration of revenue growth: +12% revenue increase in H1
✓ Strong performance in France: +11% driven primarily by B2C subscriber growth
✓ Solid performance in the rest of the world: +14% thanks to good momentum of B2B
✓ Strong balance sheet to execute its business plan until 2025
✓ Launch of the RTL+ Musik app in Germany to further accelerate B2B growth
✓ Confirmation of 2022 revenue guidance of €455 million, +14% YoY
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Revenue growth acceleration, reaching
double-digit in H1
196

219

+12.1%
+9.9% iso FX

+58.3%

4
53

7

+50.3% iso FX

58

+12.2%

H1-21

B2C growth driven by higher ARPU: price
increases and change in geographical mix

▪

B2B: increase of our revenue from the launch
of recent partnerships

▪

Other: mostly due to a one-off revenue from a
hardware company partnership

155

+10.8% iso FX

In €m

▪

+7.9%
+4.4% iso FX

138

• Positive momentum through main sales channels:

B2C

B2B

Other

H1-22
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Strong performance in France and ROW

196

219

+12.1%
+9.9% iso FX

87

77

+13.6%
+8.1% iso FX

119

In €m

H1-21

+11.1%

FR

132

ROW

• France: double-digit growth driven by B2C
subscribers base and ARPU
• ROW: growth driven by B2B (existing and new
partnerships, notably in Brazil); slight growth in
B2C with lower subscriber base (in line with new
strategy focused on selected key markets) more
than offset by ARPU increase

H1-22
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Strong increase of B2C sub base in France. ROW
impacted by new strategy and Russia
B2C

B2B
+13.2%

2.8

(18.1)%

2.3

In m

4.1

3.0

+10.7%

3.3

H1-21

Subs

H1-22

In €

H1-21

3.9

ARPU

H1-22

•

Double-digit growth in France B2C subscribers thanks to an
increase in family mix, continued acquisition funnel optimization, and
lower churn

•

In ROW, B2C subscribers decreased due to the change in strategy
with a focus on selected key markets, and the exit from Russia

•

ARPU increase across regions

+7.2%

(2.1)%

4.6

In m

H1-21

3.8

Subs

H1-22

2.5

2.3

In €

H1-21

ARPU

•

Subscriber base slightly growing in France, offset by a
decrease in ROW

•

ARPU increase driven by improved geo mix

H1-22
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Key business highlights
Partnerships

Product

Differentiation

New Verticals

Management team strengthened
Stéphane Rougeot as Deputy CEO and CFO, and Gitte Bendzulla as COO
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Revenue 2022 guidance
Strong resilience of our business. No significant negative impact expected on our activity or financials
despite the current uncertain macroeconomic environment
Deezer confirms that it expects to generate revenues of ~€455 million for FY 2022 (14% revenue growth)
H2 2022, Deezer expects to benefit from the RTL partnership and the incremental impact of price
increases implemented along the year 2022
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